This meeting was declared inquorate by Van Rudd at 8.35am

Agenda

1. Procedural Matters
   1.1 Election of Chair
   
   Motion 1: That ............be elected chair
   Mover:

   1.2 Acknowledgement of Indigenous Owners

   1.3 Attendance
   Van Rudd, (Jordan White), Nick Kyriacou, Tom Dickson
   # Please note the name in brackets indicate the impending decision of the Electoral Tribunal as to their status as committee members

   1.4 Apologies
   Hannah S

   1.5 Proxies
   Hannah S to Georgina H

   1.6 Membership

   1.7 Adoption of Agenda
   
   Motion 2: That the agenda be adopted as presented
   Mover:

2. Office Bearer's Report

3. Motions on Notice

   Motion 3.1
   That VCASA screen the LGBTI movie Pride (2014) on VCA campus sometime in the latter part of the 1st semester to coincide with the next Equal Love rally set for May 17th.
   
   A brief summary of the movie:
Pride (2014, Directed by Stephen Beresford)

Based on a true story, the film depicts a group of lesbian and gay activists who raised money to help families affected by the British Miner's Strike in 1984, at the outset of what would become the Lesbians and Gays Support the Miners campaign. The National Union of Mineworkers was reluctant to accept the group's support due to the union's public relations' worries about being openly associated with a gay group, so the activists instead decided to take their donations directly to Onllwyn, a small mining village in Wales, resulting in an alliance between the two communities. The alliance was unlike any seen before but was successful.

Mover: Van R

4. Other Motions not on notice

5. Next Meeting
   TBV

6. Close
   Meeting Closed at